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 Wheat is one of the world’s most important food crops and provides nearly 20% of the 
calories consumed.  Wheat is the third most important crop after corn and rice on a global 
production scale. In Louisiana wheat harvest was about 6000 hectares in 2017. Wheat production 
is negatively affected by several biotic and abiotic factors including weather, diseases, and 
weeds. Metribuzin is a broad-spectrum herbicide commonly used in wheat because it is 
inexpensive and controls most of the common weeds in wheat fields. Metribuzin has benefits for 
the grower controlling weeds that might cause yield loss in varieties or lines that are tolerant to 
its application. Reactions of wheat varieties to metribuzin vary from tolerant to sensitive and the 
severity of the injury damage is influenced by the environmental conditions. The interaction of 
environmental conditions and wheat variety sensitivity makes metribuzin reaction rating more 
difficult and time consuming. Lack of accurate variety ratings causes growers decide not to use 
this inexpensive and effective chemical to control weeds in the field. Understanding the genetics 
of metribuzin reaction and breeding for resistance are desirable goals. Metribuzin tolerance is 
quantitative and is controlled by a combination of genes. Identification of markers closely linked 
to metribuzin tolerance will facilitate marker assisted selection (MAS) and improve the 
efficiency of breeding for metribuzin tolerance. Through field screening in two locations in 
Louisiana, some lines have shown significant levels of resistance to metribuzin with minimal 
foliar damage. The present project focuses on the identification of single nucleotide 
polymorphism (SNP) markers controlling metribuzin tolerance in wheat using a doubled haploid 
population of the progeny of AGS2035 and AGS2060, and a diversity panel designated “Gulf 
Atlantic Wheat Nursery” (GAWN). Following the results obtained in this study, eight SNP 
markers were selected in the GAWN population that are relevant for metribuzin tolerance, while 
ix 
 
in the doubled haploid population we found 15 QTLs related to metribuzin resistance. An 
analysis of markers in the two populations revealed that information in six chromosomes are 
common between the two populations.  
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CHAPTER 1:  
LITERATURE REVIEW 
1.1 Wheat history and genetics 
Wheat (Triticum aestivum L. and T. durum L.) is a member of the Poaceae family and is 
one of the most important food crops in the world as a primary source of protein and 
carbohydrates (Sleper and Poehlman, 2006). Common hexaploid wheat (Triticum aestivum) is 
widely cultivated due to its flour properties for making bread and other baked goods, while T. 
durum is utilized for making pasta (Shewry, 2009).  
Wheat was first cultivated about 10,000 years ago in the south-east of Turkey (Brenchley 
et al., 2012).  This early cultivation utilized domesticated einkorn (T. urartu 2n= 2x = 14, 
genome AA) and emmer wheat (T. turgidurum spp. Dicoccum, 2n = 4x = 28, genome AABB) 
(Peng et al., 2011). The first appearance of bread wheat was not recorded until 9,000 years ago 
after its spread to the Near East and the wheat hybrid, einkorn x emmer, was crossed with 
Tausch´s goat grass (Aegilops tauschii, 2n= 2x= 14, genome DD) resulting in the emergence of 
hexaploid wheat (T. aestivum, 2n = 6x = 42, genomes AABBDD) (Shewry, 2009). Bread wheat 
is a hexaploid, but as an amphidiploid, it behaves like a diploid meiotically with 21 bivalents. 
The genome size of hexaploid wheat is estimated at 17,000 Mb, roughly 40 times the size of rice, 
mostly due to extensive duplication of genes and intergenic sequences, many of which are 
known to enrich resources available to study polyploidy genetics (Akhunov et al., 2003). Ph1 
gene on chromosome 5B is a major regulator of chromosome pairing and recombination during 
meiosis (Roberts et al., 1999). Ph1 promotes homologous synapsis during early meiosis, and 
affects the level of crossover formation later in meiosis (Martín et al., 2017). Like any large 
genome, as much as 80% of the DNA sequence is comprised of non-coding, repetitive elements. 
While useful for the development of the DNA-based markers for mapping of quantitative trait 
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loci (QTLs), these long stretches of repetitive sequence make genome sequencing extremely 
difficult (Etienne et al., 2008). Despite its complexity with six copies of each chromosome, the 
hexaploid wheat genome sequencing is near completion (Zimin et al., 2017).  
Kernels of bread wheat are composed of 60-70% starch and 8-15% protein, which makes 
bread wheat a desired food for humans and a nutritional feed supplement for animals (Shewry, 
2009). Wheat accounts for 20% of calories consumed by humans worldwide (Brenchley et al., 
2012) and is a good source of minerals, contributing up to 15% of the recommended daily intake 
of iron and 11% for zinc (Shewry, 2009).  
The wheat world production for 2016 was 749,460,077 metric tons. The top five 
producers are China, India, the Russian Federation, the United States of America, and Canada, 
producing 131.7 million tons, 93.5 million tons, 73.3 million tons, 62.9 million tons and 30.5 
million tons of wheat, respectively (FAOSTATS, 2016). In the U.S., wheat is ranked third in 
planted acreage with production and gross farm receipts behind corn (Zea mays) and soybeans 
(Glycine max) (USDA, 2017).   
Wheat is classified by growth habit into winter and spring wheat depending on the 
vernalization requirement. There are five major classes based on kernel characteristics that 
include, hard red winter (high in gluten protein, used for yeast breads and rolls); hard red spring 
(highest in protein for use in yeast breads and hard rolls); soft red winter (used for flat breads, 
cakes, pastries and crackers); white (used for flat breads, cakes, pastries, crackers and noodles); 
and durum (used for macaroni and spaghetti). Soft red winter wheat is predominantly grown in 
the southern U.S. and accounts for 20% of the U.S. overall production (USDA, 2017). Winter 
wheat requires vernalization temperatures near 40ºF (32-50 ºF) for several weeks, although the 
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required duration varies depending on the vernalization (Vrn) genes present (McMaster et al., 
2008).  
In Louisiana and across the southeast U.S. winter wheat is the major crop, but total acreage 
fluctuates constantly due to commodity prices, diseases, and weather conditions. In 2014 the 
total area planted with wheat in Louisiana reached 65,000 hectares (160,000 acres) while in 2016 
it was only 17,000 hectares (40,000 acres) (USDA-NASS, 2017). Louisiana wheat is commonly 
used as a winter cover crop and in a doubled cropping system with cotton or soybeans (Padget, 
2012). 
1.2 Weeds in wheat field 
Weeds are undesirable plants that infest crops and have a negative effect on yield 
(Siddiqui et al., 2010). By natural tendencies through their resiliency, most weeds adapt faster to 
any environment and therefore grow quicker and proliferate more than the cultivated crop. 
Weeds may mature faster than the crop causing their seeds to be trapped along with the crop 
seeds during harvest. This helps in dispersal of weed seeds (Dangwal et al., 2018).  
Weeds are an important limiting factor that reduce crop yield in low input wheat 
production systems. Several agronomic practices can help control weeds without the use of 
herbicides. One of the most important methods for controlling weeds is tilling, but it can lead to 
soil erosion due to the destruction of soil aggregates and loss of ground cover and organic matter 
(Robinson et al., 1984). Another important weed control method is narrowing the space between 
rows in wheat productions after tilling in order to reduce the erosion and control the weeds better 
by not letting them get enough light and nutrients to emerge and survive (Kolb et al., 2012). 
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 Some weeds are highly competitive for nutrients, water and sun light, thereby causing a 
reduction of grain yield (Blackman and Templeman, 1938). Italian ryegrass (Lolium multiflorum) 
is a prevalent weed throughout the United States and causes yield losses of 20 to 39% in wheat 
fields (Appleby et al., 1976). Comparing wheat performance over environments with different 
weeds that compete for space, nutrients and light, grain yield was reduced by 17-62% (Murphy 
et al., 2008). In another study that compared the effect of six problematic weeds, it was found 
that wheat grain yield was reduced by 60-76% (Siddiqui et al., 2010). Murphy and collaborators 
found that by suppressing weeds in wheat fields, production can be stabilized, and crop losses 
prevented. The crop develops normally depending on when weed pressure occurs and, if there is 
no control of weeds, the grain yield reduction can be up to 62% (Murphy et al., 2008). Gill and 
Bowran (1990) evaluated the tolerance of nine wheat varieties to application of metribuzin. They 
found that not all varieties are tolerant to the herbicide at the evaluated rate 100-1500 g/ha of 
metribuzin. Crop yield was not reduced by weeds competence after metribuzin application. 
1.3 Weed control in wheat fields 
The easiest way to prevent yield loss is to use chemicals to control the weeds while the 
crop is growing, but when herbicides are used, it is important to use specific herbicides in order 
to prevent crop damage (Gill and Bowran, 1990). An economically viable and environmentally 
sustainable approach is to develop wheat varieties that are tolerant to specific herbicides in order 
to reduce the effect of weeds on yield (Murphy et al., 2008). 
Metribuzin  (4-Amino-6-(1,1-dimethylethyl)-3-methylthio-1,2,4-triazin-5(4H)-one) is 
versatile and highly effective for weed management  that provides control of numerous important 
annual grasses and broad leaf weeds in wheat including annual bluegrass (Poa annua), henbit 
(Lamium amplexi), common chickweed (Stellaria nedua), Italian ryegrass (Lolium perenne ssp.), 
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and corn buttercup (Ranunculus arvensis). It controls many weeds and mitigates the reduction of 
grain yield (Gill and Bowran, 1990). Metribuzin is a common triazine herbicide that targets 
grasses and broad leaf weeds, and is highly water soluble (1200 mg/L).  Metribuzin is considered 
an alternative to atrazine due to its small environmental foot print in applied areas (Moorman et 
al., 1999). Metribuzin is commonly used in Louisiana wheat fields because it is effective and 
inexpensive.  
1.4 Metribuzin mode of action 
Metribuzin inhibits photosynthesis in photosystem II (PS II). It is absorbed into the roots 
by diffusion when it is soil applied, and translocated via xylem to the shoots. Metribuzin 
penetrates the symplast, but is not retained and leaches back into the apoplast (WSSA, 2014). 
Applied as post emergence, the herbicide is foliar absorbed, however, it is not translocated to 
other parts of the plant (Anderson, 1996). 
Metribuzin inhibits electron transport by binding to the D1 protein of the PS II reaction 
center, blocking electron transfer to plastoquinone. Inhibition of PS II electron transport prevents 
the conversion of light to energy, indirectly blocking the transfer of an excited electron from the 
chlorophyll to the PS II reaction center (Anderson, 1996). By blocking electron transport, the 
electrons react with chlorophyll creating triplet chlorophyll which reacts with the ground stage 
oxygen creating singlet oxygen; these two components lead to a chain reaction of lipid 
peroxidation that degrades the chlorophyll, carotenoid and cell membrane, making the cell lose 
its integrity and start to dehydrate (WSSA, 2014). 
Wheat cultivars show differences in their response to herbicide applications, depending 
on the dose (Baker and Peeper, 1990). Some studies have shown metribuzin tolerant wheat lines 
(Kleemann and Gill, 2007), and some lines are more tolerant than others (Runyan et al., 1982). 
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The importance to screen and find the tolerant lines will lead us to the identify QTLs related to 
metribuzin tolerance.  
1.5 Wheat breeding 
Plant breeding has played a large role in improving the productivity of agronomic 
systems through the development of cultivars with improved grain yield potential. One of the 
newest traits that breeders are working on is improving the crop tolerance to herbicides, which 
make weed control easier and prevents damage to the crop. By selecting herbicide tolerant 
varieties that could have less grain yield and crossing that to a cultivar that has high yield, but is 
not tolerant, the progeny could have both traits, i.e. tolerance to metribuzin and high yield 
(Murphy et al., 2008). 
1.6 Genetic markers 
Genetic markers are variants in DNA sequences at the molecular level. The main types of 
molecular markers utilized in genomic research are restriction fragment length polymorphism 
(RFLPs), single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), insertions, deletions (INDELs), and 
microsatellite markers (Vignal et al., 2002). 
SNPs are defined as single nucleotide base change at a specific locus in the chromosome. 
Single nucleotide polymorphisms are normally bi-allelic markers because only two nucleotides 
are possible alternatives. For a genomic nucleotide sequence to be designated as a SNP, the least 
recurrent nucleotide should have a frequency of at least one percent deeming it significantly 
present. Using SNPs as a genetic marker gives a high density of markers permitting more loci to 
be evaluated. The benefits of SNPs as genetic markers have led to the development of SNP 




1.7 Quantitative trait loci (QTL) 
Quantitative trait loci (QTLs) are specific regions on a chromosome that potentially 
harbor genes that have a significant effect on quantitative traits (Paterson, 1990).  The 
phenotypic differences observed can be attributed to allelic differences in genes as well as 
interactions among alleles/genes in different regions of a chromosome and on different 
chromosomes (Lander and Botstein, 1989).  
The ability to map QTLs with relatively large phenotypic effects aids in the 
understanding of the variability of performance for specific quantitative traits (Paterson, 1990). 
The traditional approach of QTL mapping utilizes extreme phenotypes of different groups of 
progeny. Two assumptions were utilized in the traditional approach. The first assumption was 
that individuals with similar phenotypes share the same alleles in specific regions of the 
chromosome. The second assumption was that the QTLs between individuals with dissimilar 
phenotypes have differing alleles in a specific region. Lander and Botstein (1989) suggested 
combining interval mapping using RFLP linkage maps and selective genotyping. Interval 
mapping uses the method of maximum likelihood to determine the most likely position of QTLs 
affecting the phenotype. This method has been shown to increase the power and efficiency of 
QTL mapping (Lander and Botstein, 1989). 
Many other factors can affect the accuracy of QTL mapping procedures such as 
heritability of the trait, the number of genes influencing the trait, the number of marker loci used, 
and the marker distribution over the genome. Gene interactions and distribution over the genome 
can influence QTL mapping accuracy so larger numbers of markers per chromosome are 
required to increase the efficiency of QTL mapping. Furthermore, the type and size of the 
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population studied as well as linkage information may result in accuracy issues (van Ooijen, 
1992). 
1.8 SNP chip technology (Iplex) 
A SNP bead chip can be defined as a silicon wafer with many small wells (indentations) 
on its surface in which beads with attached primers can be placed (Fan et al., 2010). Illumina has 
fabricated substrates with tens of thousands of these micro wells across their surfaces. Each 
micro well contains a different probe sequence that is covalently attached to the well and through 
a hybridization procedure the probe ID can be determined (Shen et al., 2005). 
SNP chip technologies take advantage of the bi-allelic nature of SNP markers as well as 
the high density of these markers in the genome. A method of utilizing SNP chips includes DNA 
fragmentation and amplification of fragmented DNA using PCR. The amplified sample is then 
hybridized to a SNP chip containing probes of each SNP marker. The probes reveal the 
polymorphic SNP markers present in the sample (Carvalho et al., 2007). 
SNP chips have the potential to increase the accuracy of whole genome selection and 
may be of use in both purebred and crossbred populations. Some markers that are physically far 
apart may be in high linkage disequilibrium due to artificial selection. Linkage disequilibrium is 
the association of the same multiple alleles/markers with a specific trait. In order to increase 
genotyping accuracy, the extent of linkage disequilibrium must be determined in a population to 
determine the appropriate SNP density for a particular study. For example, a study consisting of 
a population with a smaller amount (increased physical distance) of linkage disequilibrium 
between the SNP and the loci being analyzed would benefit by using a SNP chip with a higher 
density of SNP (Fan et al., 2010). 
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SNP chips have a variety of potential applications in genomic research including genomic 
selection, genetic fingerprinting, marker assisted backcrossing, genome-wide association studies, 
and marker-assisted selection. SNP chips have been used in constructing high-resolution linkage 
maps and linkage disequilibrium mapping, or in identifying the markers in associated with a trait. 
SNP chips increase the efficiency of mapping studies as they enable to analyze thousands of 
SNPs in a specific locus or across the entire genome. The major advantage of SNP chips is their 
use in genome-wide association studies. These studies have the capacity to identify regions of 
genomes significantly influencing quantitative traits or specific SNPs associated with a trait of 













CHAPTER 2:  
SCREENING OF A DOUBLED HAPLOID POPULATION 
(AGS2060xAGS2035) FOR METRIBUZIN DAMAGE  
2.1 Introduction 
The competition between weeds and crops results in a reduction of grain yield, attributed 
to the loss of space, nutrients, water and light for plant growth and reproduction (Siddiqui et al., 
2010). Weeds may be easily controlled using herbicides in many situations. Some crops are 
tolerant to specific herbicides and survive the application with little or no damage (Gill and 
Bowran, 1990).  
The easiest way to prevent yield loss is to use chemicals to control the weeds while the 
crop is growing, but when herbicides are used, it is important to use specific herbicides in order 
to prevent damage (Gill and Bowran, 1990). Another approach is to develop wheat varieties that 
are tolerant to specific herbicides in order to reduce the effect of weeds on yield (Murphy et al., 
2008). 
Metribuzin  (4-Amino-6-(1,1-dimethylethyl)-3-methylthio-1,2,4-triazin-5(4H)-one) is 
versatile and highly effective for weed management  that provides control of numerous important 
annual grasses and broad leaf weeds in wheat including annual bluegrass (Poa annua), henbit 
(Lamium amplexi), common chickweed (Stellaria nedua), Italian ryegrass (Lolium perenne ssp.), 
and corn buttercup (Ranunculus arvensis). It controls many weeds and mitigate the reduction of 
grain yield (Gill and Bowran, 1990). Metribuzin is a common triazine herbicide that targets 
grasses and broad leaf weeds, and is highly soluble (1200 mg/L). Metribuzin is considered an 
alternative to atrazine due to its small environmental foot print in applied areas (Moorman et al., 




Metribuzin inhibits photosynthesis in photosystem II (PS II), it is absorbed into the roots 
by diffusion when it is soil applied, and translocated via xylem to the shoots. It penetrates the 
symplast, but is not retained and leaches back into the apoplast (WSSA, 2014). Applied post 
emergence, this herbicide is foliar absorbed, however, it is not translocated to other parts of the 
plant (Anderson, 1996). 
Metribuzin inhibits electron transport by binding to the D1 protein of the PS II reaction 
center, blocking electron transfer to plastoquinone. Inhibition of PS II electron transport prevents 
the conversion of light to energy, indirectly blocking the transfer of an excited electron from the 
chlorophyll to the PS II reaction center (Anderson, 1996). By blocking electron transport, the 
electrons react with chlorophyll creating triplet chlorophyll which reacts with the ground stage 
oxygen creating singlet oxygen; these two components lead to a chain reaction of lipid 
peroxidation that degrades the chlorophyll, carotenoid and cell membrane, making the cell lose 
its integrity and start to dehydrate (WSSA, 2014). 
Wheat cultivars show differences in their response to herbicide applications, depending 
on the dose (Baker and Peeper, 1990). Some studies have shown metribuzin tolerant wheat lines 
(Kleemann and Gill, 2007) and some lines are more tolerant than others (Runyan et al., 1982). 
Thus, it is important to screen and find the tolerant lines that will lead us to identify the QTLs 
related to this herbicide tolerance. 
2.2 Objectives 
 Evaluate field reaction to metribuzin application of a set of doubled haploid (DH) wheat 
lines developed from a cross between a resistant and a susceptible parent. 
 Identify QTLs associated with metribuzin tolerance in the DH population. 
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2.3 Materials and methods 
The DH population was created from the F1s derived from the cross LA12016 
(AGS2060/AGS2035) made in spring 2012.The cultivar AGS 2035 (PVP 200900420), was 
developed by the University of Georgia and the cultivar AGS 2060 (PVP 200800412) was 
developed by Louisiana State University Agricultural Center. F1 seeds from the cross was sent to 
Lima-Grain Cereal Science DH Lab in France to create DH lines using standard corn pollen DH 
methodology (Campbell et al., 2000; Guzy-Wrobelska and Szarejko, 2003).  
Field Evaluations: 
The seeds of the 192 DH lines including the parents were planted at the Louisiana State 
University Agricultural Center (LSUAC) Central Station Ben Hur Research Farm in Baton 
Rouge, LA (BHF) in November 27, 2016 and at the LSUAC Macon Ridge Research Station 
(MRRS) in Winnsboro, LA, in November 15, 2015 and December 23, 2016. A randomized block 
design (RBD) with 3 replications and 192 plots per replication was used for each environment. 
Each plot consisted of two rows 102 cm long with 38 cm spacing between the rows. Plots were 
planted using a Hege® 90 magazine planter system. Pre-plant phosphorus (P), potassium (K), and 
sulphur (S) were applied as necessary at each location based on a soil sample nutrient analysis at 
an in-house Soil Plant Testing Laboratory. No pre-plant nitrogen (N) was applied. Plots were top 
dressed with 79 kg N/ha in spring with 28-0-0-2 or 32-0-0 liquid fertilizer (White Castle 
Fertilizer Co-op, LA).  
The outer two rows on each side of every planting group included parents as borders to 
prevent any effect from the lack of competition of exterior rows and to allow visual confirmation 
that the herbicide solution was sprayed across the entire range. The tractor utilized a Trimble® 
RTK system with sub inch accuracy and auto-steering to ensure that all rows were equi-distant. 
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 During fall, as a pre-plant weed control measure the fields were sprayed with glyphosate. 
Alleys were sprayed as needed in spring with glyphosate using a covered sprayer behind a four-
wheeler in order to have clean space between ranges of rows. 
Metribuzin was applied at a rate of 527 grams per hectare (g/ha) of active ingredient (a.i.) 
when the wheat was between Feeke´s growth stage 4 and 5 on 03/04/2016 and 03/03/2017 in 
Winnsboro and 02/17/2017 in Baton Rouge. The herbicide application was made with a four-
wheeler driven down the open alleys at 8 km/h and a spray boom of 5.33 m long that covered 
5.55 m width (2 ranges of plots). An electric pump was used to pressurize the herbicide solution 
and a standard liquid regulator with a pressure gauge was used to regulate the flow. Metribuzin 
was applied using TeeJet® 11003 spray nozzles and an herbicide volume of 140 liters of water 
per hectare. 
 The field was inspected every other day after herbicide application to note the date when 
the most sensitive genotypes showed the greatest damage. The ratings were taken 14 days after 
herbicide application using a visual scale from 0-9 (0 indicates no damage, 1-3 resistant, 4-6 
moderately resistant/sensitive, 7-8 sensitive, and 9 indicates complete plant death). The data 
were collected in Baton Rouge (03/2/2017) and in Winnsboro (03/17/2016, 03/20/2017) and 
analyzed in SAS 9.4 using PROC GLM to find differences between the lines in tolerance or 
susceptibility to metribuzin. A satisfactory crop stand was not established in Baton Rouge in 
2016 due to heavy rainfall.  
Tissue sampling and genotyping: 
 Seed of the individual lines was planted in 128 cell Speedling® trays filled with 
commercial potting mix. Planted trays were watered and kept in the laboratory at room 
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temperature under Grow Lights to facilitate seedlings growth for DNA extraction. Leaf tissue 
was collected 7 days after emergence at the two-leaf stage of development. One to two 
centimeters of tissue was collected from the tips of the leaves and placed in 1.2 ml collection 
tubes (Qiagen Inc, Valencia, CA). Silica gel (Multisorb Technologies, Mobile, AL) was used to 
desiccate the tissue samples to prevent degradation of the tissue. The tissue samples were sent to 
the USDA Eastern Regional Small Grain Genotyping Laboratory (ERSGGL) for DNA extraction 
and SNP genotyping with the 90K iSelect array that contains 81,578 SNP markers. 
 The SNP genotype data were extracted using Genome Studio software (Illumina Inc, San 
Diego, CA) and converted from letters to numbers. The parental alleles were designated as 0 and 
2 and the heterozygotes as 1. Assuming DH lines are homozygous, heterozygotes were 
designated as missing data. Then, the data were cleaned using JMP Genomics 8 to delete the 
SNPs that had 10% or more missing data and/or minor allele frequency less than 5%. The new 
set of clean data was analyzed using QTL-ICIMapping software (Wang et al., 2016) for 
development of linkage map and identification of QTLs following the instructions in the manual. 
Briefly, multipoint linkage analysis was performed with 192 DH lines and 1,577 markers that 
were distributed over 21 wheat chromosomes. The map position (in centimorgans, cM) of a 
marker was determined from the recombination frequencies using the Kosambi mapping 
function. The order of the markers in the framework map was determined with a threshold 
logarithm of odd (LOD) set at 3.0, which was further checked by the “ripple” command. 
QTL analysis with the metribuzin screening data was carried out by interval mapping 
(IM) and composite interval mapping (CIM). CIM was performed with markers as the cofactors 
selected by stepwise forward and backward regression with 10 cM window size and 1 cM 
walking speed. QTLs were called significant if the phenotypic variance explained (PVE) was at 
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least 5% and/or the LOD was ≥2.3. The standard nomenclature, i.e., “q” followed by the 
abbreviate phenotype “MR” (metribuzin resistance), chromosome number (1A, 1B, 1D…7D) 
and the QTL number (i.e., qMR1A.1, qMR1A.2…) was assigned for the QTLs. The peak, map 
position, confidence interval, PVE, and additive (A) and dominance (D) components for each 
QTL were retrieved from the analysis. Positive and negative values of the QTLs corresponded to 
phenotypic variance contributed by AGS 2035 and AGS 2060, respectively. 
2.4 Results and discussion 
2.4.1 Metribuzin damage rating  
Fourteen days following metribuzin application the parent AGS 2035, as expected 
showed little foliar damage compared to AGS 2060, which displayed leaf chlorosis, necrosis and 
drying (Figure 1). The progeny of the DH family showed a range of reaction types in the field 












Figure 2. A field image showing damage of doubled haploid lines 14 days after metribuzin 
application. 
 
Table 1. Metribuzin injury 14 days after metribuzin application in the doubled haploid 
population. Ratings from 0-9 scale: 0= No damage; 9= dead plant.  
DH/Parent Mean WN16 BR17 WN17 
LA12016DHB-57 1.44 2.00 1.33 1.00 
LA12016DHA-36 1.56 2.00 1.33 1.33 
LA12016DHA-1 1.56 2.00 1.00 1.67 
LA12016DHB-15 1.67 2.33 1.67 1.00 
LA12016DHB-28 1.67 2.33 1.67 1.00 
LA12016DHB-37 1.67 2.33 1.33 1.33 
LA12016DHB-8 1.67 1.67 2.00 1.33 
LA12016DHA-61 1.78 2.00 1.67 1.67 
LA12016DHA-58 1.89 2.33 2.00 1.33 
LA12016DHA-67 1.89 2.33 2.33 1.00 




DH/Parent Mean WN16 BR17 WN17 
LA12016DHB-75 1.89 2.00 2.00 1.67 
LA12016DHB-92 1.89 2.00 2.00 1.67 
LA12016DHA-10 2.00 2.00 1.67 2.33 
LA12016DHB-3 2.00 2.67 1.67 1.67 
LA12016DHA-38 2.00 2.33 2.00 1.67 
LA12016DHA-107 2.11 3.00 1.67 1.67 
LA12016DHA-41 2.11 2.67 2.00 1.67 
LA12016DHA-50 2.11 2.67 2.00 1.67 
LA12016DHA-9 2.11 3.00 1.67 1.67 
LA12016DHB-12 2.11 2.33 2.33 1.67 
LA12016DHB-17 2.11 2.33 1.67 2.33 
LA12016DHB-60 2.11 2.67 1.67 2.00 
LA12016DHB-70 2.11 3.00 1.67 1.67 
LA12016DHB-80 2.11 3.00 1.67 1.67 
LA12016DHB-83 2.11 2.67 2.00 1.67 
LA12016DHA-6 2.22 2.67 2.33 1.67 
LA12016DHB-14 2.22 3.00 2.00 1.67 
LA12016DHB-25 2.22 3.00 2.00 1.67 
LA12016DHB-52 2.22 3.33 1.67 1.67 
LA12016DHA-37 2.22 2.33 2.00 2.33 
LA12016DHA-100 2.33 2.67 2.00 2.33 
LA12016DHA-69 2.33 3.00 1.67 2.33 
LA12016DHA-85 2.33 3.00 2.33 1.67 
LA12016DHB-9 2.33 3.33 2.00 1.67 
LA12016DHA-21 2.44 3.67 2.00 1.67 
LA12016DHA-3 2.44 2.67 2.00 2.67 
AGS2035 2.44 3.00 2.00 2.33 
LA12016DHA-104 2.44 3.33 2.00 2.00 
LA12016DHA-11 2.44 3.00 2.33 2.00 
LA12016DHA-57 2.44 3.00 2.33 2.00 
LA12016DHA-63 2.44 3.33 1.67 2.33 
LA12016DHA-73 2.44 3.33 2.33 1.67 
LA12016DHA-32 2.56 3.00 2.67 2.00 
LA12016DHB-85 2.56 3.67 2.00 2.00 
LA12016DHA-77 2.56 3.33 2.33 2.00 
LA12016DHB-31 2.56 3.33 2.33 2.00 
LA12016DHB-33 2.56 3.33 2.33 2.00 
LA12016DHB-54 2.56 3.33 2.33 2.00 




DH/Parent Mean WN16 BR17 WN17 
LA12016DHA-102 2.67 3.67 2.00 2.33 
LA12016DHA-106 2.67 3.33 2.00 2.67 
LA12016DHA-52 2.67 3.33 2.33 2.33 
LA12016DHA-60 2.67 3.33 2.67 2.00 
LA12016DHA-97 2.67 3.33 2.33 2.33 
LA12016DHA-83 2.78 3.33 3.00 2.00 
LA12016DHA-99 2.78 3.00 2.33 3.00 
LA12016DHB-6 2.78 3.33 2.67 2.33 
LA12016DHB-74 2.78 3.33 2.33 2.67 
LA12016DHB-78 2.78 2.67 2.33 3.33 
LA12016DHA-27 2.89 3.67 2.67 2.33 
LA12016DHA-62 2.89 2.67 3.00 3.00 
LA12016DHB-13 2.89 3.67 2.67 2.33 
LA12016DHB-65 2.89 3.33 2.33 3.00 
LA12016DHB-77 2.89 3.33 3.00 2.33 
LA12016DHA-108 3.00 4.00 2.67 2.33 
LA12016DHA-13 3.00 3.33 3.33 2.33 
LA12016DHA-74 3.00 3.33 2.33 3.33 
LA12016DHB-43 3.00 3.00 3.33 2.67 
LA12016DHB-46 3.00 3.67 2.67 2.67 
LA12016DHB-47 3.00 3.67 2.67 2.67 
LA12016DHB-58 3.00 3.67 2.67 2.67 
LA12016DHB-90 3.00 3.33 2.33 3.33 
LA12016DHA-29 3.11 4.00 2.67 2.67 
LA12016DHA-31 3.11 4.00 2.67 2.67 
LA12016DHB-23 3.11 4.33 3.00 2.00 
LA12016DHB-41 3.11 4.00 2.67 2.67 
LA12016DHB-7 3.11 3.67 3.00 2.67 
LA12016DHB-71 3.11 3.67 3.00 2.67 
LA12016DHB-76 3.11 4.00 2.67 2.67 
LA12016DHA-72 3.11 4.33 2.67 2.33 
LA12016DHA-92 3.11 3.33 3.00 3.00 
LA12016DHA-44 3.22 4.00 3.00 2.67 
LA12016DHB-21 3.22 3.33 3.67 2.67 
LA12016DHB-49 3.22 4.33 2.67 2.67 
LA12016DHB-81 3.22 3.00 2.67 4.00 
LA12016DHA-8 3.22 3.33 3.33 3.00 
LA12016DHA-30 3.33 3.67 3.00 3.33 




DH/Parent Mean WN16 BR17 WN17 
LA12016DHA-51 3.33 3.33 3.33 3.33 
LA12016DHB-20 3.33 4.00 2.33 3.67 
LA12016DHB-27 3.33 2.67 3.33 4.00 
LA12016DHB-32 3.33 4.33 2.67 3.00 
LA12016DHB-34 3.33 4.33 2.67 3.00 
LA12016DHB-82 3.33 4.33 3.00 2.67 
LA12016DHB-89 3.33 4.00 3.00 3.00 
LA12016DHB-29 3.44 4.33 3.00 3.00 
LA12016DHB-64 3.44 4.00 3.67 2.67 
LA12016DHA-15 3.44 4.00 3.00 3.33 
LA12016DHA-22 3.44 3.33 3.67 3.33 
LA12016DHB-38 3.44 3.33 3.00 4.00 
LA12016DHA-70 3.56 4.33 3.00 3.33 
LA12016DHB-19 3.56 3.67 4.00 3.00 
LA12016DHA-94 3.67 4.33 4.00 2.67 
LA12016DHA-101 3.67 3.67 3.33 4.00 
LA12016DHA-28 3.67 4.33 3.33 3.33 
LA12016DHA-4 3.67 4.33 3.67 3.00 
LA12016DHA-71 3.67 3.33 3.67 4.00 
LA12016DHB-1 3.67 4.33 3.67 3.00 
LA12016DHB-4 3.67 4.00 3.33 3.67 
LA12016DHA-59 3.78 3.67 3.67 4.00 
LA12016DHA-82 3.78 4.33 3.33 3.67 
LA12016DHA-64 3.78 4.00 4.00 3.33 
LA12016DHA-24 3.89 4.33 3.33 4.00 
LA12016DHB-30 3.89 4.33 3.67 3.67 
LA12016DHA-56 3.89 4.67 3.67 3.33 
LA12016DHA-16 4.00 4.33 4.33 3.33 
LA12016DHA-34 4.00 3.67 4.67 3.67 
LA12016DHA-49 4.00 4.33 3.67 4.00 
LA12016DHA-86 4.00 4.67 3.67 3.67 
LA12016DHA-90 4.00 4.67 3.67 3.67 
LA12016DHB-22 4.00 4.33 3.33 4.33 
LA12016DHB-50 4.00 4.67 3.67 3.67 
LA12016DHA-17 4.11 5.00 3.67 3.67 
LA12016DHA-18 4.11 4.33 3.67 4.33 
LA12016DHB-48 4.11 4.33 4.00 4.00 
LA12016DHA-95 4.11 4.67 4.00 3.67 




DH/Parent Mean WN16 BR17 WN17 
LA12016DHB-42 4.11 4.67 3.67 4.00 
LA12016DHB-55 4.11 4.00 4.67 3.67 
LA12016DHB-86 4.11 4.00 4.67 3.67 
LA12016DHA-19 4.22 4.00 4.33 4.33 
LA12016DHA-26 4.22 4.33 4.00 4.33 
LA12016DHA-7 4.22 4.67 3.67 4.33 
LA12016DHA-81 4.22 4.00 4.67 4.00 
LA12016DHB-53 4.22 4.00 4.00 4.67 
LA12016DHB-63 4.22 5.00 3.67 4.00 
LA12016DHB-68 4.22 4.67 3.67 4.33 
LA12016DHA-42 4.33 4.33 3.67 5.00 
LA12016DHA-53 4.33 5.00 4.00 4.00 
LA12016DHA-54 4.33 4.67 4.33 4.00 
LA12016DHA-55 4.33 4.00 4.33 4.67 
LA12016DHA-76 4.33 5.33 3.67 4.00 
LA12016DHA-91 4.33 4.33 5.00 3.67 
LA12016DHB-24 4.33 4.67 4.33 4.00 
LA12016DHB-62 4.33 5.00 4.33 3.67 
LA12016DHB-73 4.33 4.00 5.00 4.00 
AGS2060 4.44 5.00 4.33 4.00 
LA12016DHA-14 4.44 4.67 4.33 4.33 
LA12016DHA-20 4.44 5.33 4.00 4.00 
LA12016DHB-2 4.44 5.33 4.00 4.00 
LA12016DHB-40 4.44 3.67 3.67 6.00 
LA12016DHB-45 4.44 4.33 5.33 3.67 
LA12016DHA-5 4.44 4.67 5.00 3.67 
LA12016DHA-66 4.56 4.33 4.00 5.33 
LA12016DHB-39 4.56 5.00 3.67 5.00 
LA12016DHA-43 4.56 5.00 4.00 4.67 
LA12016DHB-5 4.56 4.67 4.33 4.67 
LA12016DHA-84 4.67 5.33 4.33 4.33 
LA12016DHB-59 4.67 5.00 4.33 4.67 
LA12016DHB-67 4.67 5.00 4.33 4.67 
LA12016DHA-75 4.78 4.33 5.00 5.00 
LA12016DHB-51 4.78 5.33 4.00 5.00 
LA12016DHA-89 4.89 5.33 4.33 5.00 
LA12016DHB-35 4.89 4.33 5.33 5.00 
LA12016DHB-16 4.89 4.67 5.33 4.67 




     
DH/Parent Mean WN16 BR17 WN17 
LA12016DHA-78 5.00 5.67 4.67 4.67 
LA12016DHA-87 5.00 4.67 5.67 4.67 
LA12016DHA-93 5.00 5.67 4.67 4.67 
LA12016DHB-11 5.00 5.67 4.67 4.67 
LA12016DHA-2 5.11 5.33 5.33 4.67 
LA12016DHA-45 5.11 5.33 5.33 4.67 
LA12016DHA-35 5.11 5.67 5.00 4.67 
LA12016DHA-48 5.11 6.00 4.67 4.67 
LA12016DHB-36 5.11 6.00 4.67 4.67 
LA12016DHB-69 5.11 5.67 5.00 4.67 
LA12016DHB-91 5.11 5.67 5.00 4.67 
LA12016DHA-88 5.22 5.33 5.00 5.33 
LA12016DHA-12 5.22 5.33 5.33 5.00 
LA12016DHA-40 5.22 6.33 4.67 4.67 
LA12016DHA-46 5.22 5.33 4.67 5.67 
LA12016DHA-65 5.22 6.00 4.67 5.00 
LA12016DHA-79 5.22 6.33 4.67 4.67 
LA12016DHA-80 5.22 5.00 4.67 6.00 
LA12016DHB-10 5.22 6.00 5.00 4.67 
LA12016DHB-66 5.22 6.33 4.67 4.67 
LA12016DHA-33 5.44 6.33 5.00 5.00 
LA12016DHB-44 5.44 5.67 4.67 6.00 
LA12016DHB-56 5.56 6.33 5.33 5.00 
LA12016DHB-26 5.56 6.67 5.33 4.67 
Mean 3.49 3.95 3.29 3.23 
 
Highly significant differences for herbicide injury were observed among DH lines at 
Winnsboro in 2016 (Table 2). The average injury rating was 3.96 with a range of 1.66 to 6.66. 
The susceptible parent had a mean rating of 5.0 and the resistant parent a rating of 3.0. The 
coefficient of variance was low (20%) for visual field ratings, which indicates consistency across 
replications. Some DH lines were more tolerant than AGS2035 (resistant parent) and some were 
more susceptible than AGS2060 (susceptible parent). 
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Pr > F 
Rep 2 105.489 52.744 83.790 <.0001 
DH 191 664.395 3.479 5.530 <.0001 
Error 381 239.844 0.630   
Corrected 
Total 
574 1011.913       
R-Square 0.763     
CV% 20.053     
Mean 3.957     
Range 1.66-6.66          
 
Highly significant differences for herbicide injury were also observed among DH lines at 
Baton Rouge in 2017 (Table 3). The average injury rating was 3.29 with a range of 1.00 to 5.67. 
The susceptible parent had a mean rating of 4.3 and the resistant parent a rating of 2.0. The 
consistency of the herbicide reaction across replications among DH lines was evident by low 
(29%) coefficient of variance. There were some transgressive DH lines that were more tolerant 
than AGS2035 (resistant parent) or more susceptible to damage than AGS2060 (susceptible 
parent). 









Pr > F 
Rep 2 50.170 25.085 26.430 <.0001 
DH 191 729.493 3.819 4.020 <.0001 
Error 382 362.497 0.949   
Corrected 
Total 
575 1142.160       
R-Square 0.683     
CV% 29.625     
Mean 3.288     




Highly significant differences for herbicide injury occurred among DH lines at 
Winnsboro in 2017 (Table 4). The average injury rating was 3.23 with a range of 1.00 to 6.00. 
The susceptible parent had a mean rating of 4.0 and the resistant parent a rating of 2.3. The 
coefficient of variance was 27% for visual field ratings, which indicated consistency across 
replications. Some DH lines were more tolerant than AGS2035 (resistant parent) and some were 
more susceptible to damage than AGS2060 (susceptible parent). 









Pr > F 
Rep 2 1.649 0.825 1.120 0.326 
DH 191 826.826 4.329 5.900 <.0001 
Error 382 280.351 0.734   
Corrected 
Total 
575 1108.826       
R-Square 0.747     
CV% 26.501     
Mean 3.233     
Range 1.00-6.00         
 
The frequency of herbicide injury scores averaged over three environments presented in 
Fig. 3 showed a little distortion from normal distribution (normal bell shape). Ratings of 3.5 





Figure 3. Frequency of metribuzin damage rating in the doubled haploid population averaged 
over three environments. 
Table 5. Correlation of injury rating over three environments for the doubled haploid population. 
Pearson Correlation Coefficients, N = 192 
Prob > |r| under H0: Rho=0 
 Mean WN16 BR17 WN17 
Mean  0.93 0.95 0.95 
  <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 
WN16 0.93  0.83 0.82 
 <.0001  <.0001 <.0001 
BR17 0.95 0.83  0.86 
 <.0001 <.0001  <.0001 
WN17 0.95 0.82 0.86  
 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001   
 
 Transgressive segregation was found for metribuzin tolerance, with some of the lines 
more resistant than the moderately resistant parent (AGS 2035) and some other lines more 
susceptible than the moderately susceptible parent (AGS 2060). The experiment had similar 
outcomes in phenotypic data having a minimum correlation of 82% between Winnsboro, 2016 
























2.4.2 Genotypic data analysis  
The 90K SNP chip used in the experiment contained 81,578 SNP markers. Assuming that 
the DH population is homozygous all the heterozygous calls were changed to missing data. The 
filtering of the data started with deletion of markers with minor allele frequency of 5% or less 
and 10% or greater missing data in order to have informative SNP markers for the analysis. The 
clean data had 1,577 markers that were used to perform linkage and QTL analysis. There were 
21 linkage groups (LG) presented as the chromosomes in the wheat genome (1A, 1B, 1D,… 7D). 
Twenty-seven QTLs located on 15 chromosomes were found with a significant effect on 
metribuzin resistance (Table 6). Phenotypic response of DH lines also suggested that metribuzin 
tolerance is a quantitative trait that is controlled by a number of QTLs. The QTLs displayed in 
different colors are present in a single environment (WN17 or BR17) or average of two locations 
in 2017. The locations of the QTLs are shown in the linkage map (Appendix A). 
Table 6. QTLs controlling metribuzin tolerance in wheat. 
QTL   Chr LeftMarker RightMarker LOD PVE(%) Add LeftCI RightCI 
qMR1B.2  1B BS00022317_51 Tdurum_contig8669_296 2.53 2.74 0.83 3.50 4.50 
qMR1B.1  1B BS00064349_51 BS00064162_51 4.14 1.53 0.84 1.50 2.50 
qMR1B.3  1B BS00022317_51 Tdurum_contig8669_296 2.55 1.54 0.84 3.50 4.50 
qMR2B.1  2B RAC875_c35399_497 BobWhite_c15453_678 3.32 1.57 0.85 130.50 131.50 
qMR2D.1  2D wsnp_Ex_c6817_11761300 BS00064216_51 3.05 2.91 -0.85 80.50 109.50 
qMR2D.2  2D IACX11028 RAC875_rep_c91134_949 3.04 1.56 0.85 204.50 223.50 
qMR2D.3  2D Kukri_c25786_210 RAC875_c14766_1063 3.74 1.59 0.85 276.50 277.50 
qMR3A.1  3A Excalibur_c98205_83 BS00071422_51 2.64 1.42 -0.80 26.50 27.50 
qMR4A.1  4A BS00022160_51 wsnp_Ex_c7528_12868250 3.06 2.83 -0.85 40.50 41.50 
qMR4A.2  4A BS00022160_51 wsnp_Ex_c7528_12868250 4.94 1.51 -0.83 40.50 41.50 
qMR4B.1  4B IAAV971 BS00022284_51 2.55 2.98 -0.87 24.50 25.50 
qMR4D.1  4D Kukri_c706_702 D_GBF1XID01BOXBM_90 3.78 3.11 -0.89 6.50 7.00 
qMR4D.2  4D Kukri_c706_702 D_GBF1XID01BOXBM_90 4.20 1.57 -0.85 6.50 7.00 
qMR5A.1  5A wsnp_Ex_c31154_39982416 CAP8_rep_c4852_130 3.20 1.45 -0.82 20.50 21.50 
qMR5B.3  5B wsnp_Ra_c13424_21239985 BS00062972_51 3.31 2.80 0.84 224.50 252.50 
qMR5B.4  5B wsnp_Ra_c13424_21239985 BS00062972_51 2.86 3.04 0.88 226.50 252.50 
qMR5B.1  5B BS00025795_51 BS00062762_51 2.64 1.38 0.80 78.50 79.50 
qMR5B.2  5B BS00022851_51 Tdurum_contig10086_387 5.02 1.53 -0.84 82.50 83.50 
qMR5B.5  5B wsnp_Ra_c13424_21239985 BS00062972_51 4.56 1.65 0.87 225.50 254.50 
qMR6A.1  6A BS00023020_51 RAC875_c6135_95 3.78 1.50 -0.83 110.50 111.50 
qMR6B.1  6B IAAV1334 BS00111048_51 4.33 2.88 -0.85 43.50 93.50 
qMR6B.3  6B IAAV1334 BS00111048_51 3.95 3.22 -0.90 49.50 102.50 
qMR6B.2  6B IAAV1334 BS00111048_51 5.79 1.67 -0.87 47.50 96.50 
qMR6D.1  6D wsnp_CAP8_rep_c5136_2472055 RAC875_c982_710 4.12 1.62 0.86 47.50 48.50 
qMR7A.1  7A BS00023003_51 Tdurum_contig97505_172 2.98 1.54 0.84 233.50 234.50 
qMR7D.1  7D tplb0024a09_919 wsnp_CAP11_c1761_958064 2.65 2.39 0.81 83.50 84.50 
qMR7D.2  7D tplb0024a09_919 wsnp_CAP11_c1761_958064 2.70 1.41 0.83 83.50 84.50 
Blue=Baton Rouge 2017, Red=Winnsboro 2017, Black=Average17 
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Wheat varieties showed differential tolerance to metribuzin application (Burgess et al., 
2013). There is not much information about genetics of metribuzin tolerance in wheat. 
Quantitative or semi-dominance and both nuclear and cytoplasm mode of inheritance of 
metribuzin tolerance were reported (Villarroya et al., 2000). Understanding the molecular basis 
of metribuzin tolerance in wheat could lead to the development of molecular markers to facilitate 
marker-assisted breeding of metribuzin-tolerant wheat varieties. Using microarray, Pilcher et al. 
(2017) identified some candidate genes with possible involvement in metribuzin tolerance, but 
their effect on the trait remains to be quantified. This is the first study to map QTLs associated 
with metribuzin resistance in wheat. A closely related study in wheat reported a gene on 
chromosome 6D for resistance to imazamox, an imidazolinone family herbicide (Anderson et al., 
2004). The present finding suggests that metribuzin tolerance is a quantitative trait governed by 
several loci on different chromosomes (1A, 2B, 2D, 3A, 4A, 4B, 4D, 5A, 5B, 6A, 6B, 6D, 7A 
and 7D). Multiple SNPs located on chromosomes 2D and 5B appear to have significant 
association with metribuzin tolerance. 
2.5 Conclusion 
 Metribuzin tolerance is a quantitative trait controlled by a number of genes. The present 
study showed that 27 loci on 15 of the 21 chromosomes control the trait. The metribuzin reaction 
of the DH lines exhibits transgressive segregation with some progeny showing greater tolerance 






CHAPTER 3:  
METRIBUZIN SCREENING AND ASSOCIATION MAPPING OF THE GULF 
ATLANTIC WHEAT NURSERY (GAWN) 
3.1 Introduction 
The competition between weeds and crops results in a reduction of grain yield, attributed 
to the loss of space, nutrients, water and light for plant growth and reproduction (Siddiqui et al., 
2010). Weeds may be easily controlled using herbicides in many situations. Some crops that are 
tolerant to specific herbicides survive the application and are not damaged (Gill and Bowran, 
1990). The easiest way to prevent yield loss is to use chemicals to control the weeds while the 
crop is growing, but when herbicides are used, it is important to use specific herbicides in order 
to prevent damage (Gill and Bowran, 1990). Another approach is to develop wheat varieties that 
are tolerant to specific herbicides in order to reduce the effect of weeds on yield (Murphy et al., 
2008). 
Metribuzin (4-Amino-6-(1,1-dimethylethyl)-3-methylthio-1,2,4-triazin-5(4H)-one) is a 
versatile and highly effective herbicide that provides control of numerous important annual 
grasses and broad leaf weeds in wheat including annual bluegrass (Poa annua), henbit (Lamium 
amplexi), common chickweed (Stellaria nedua), Italian ryegrass (Lolium perenne ssp.), and corn 
buttercup (Ranunculus arvensis). It controls many weeds and mitigates the reduction of grain 
yield (Gill and Bowran, 1990). Metribuzin is a common triazine herbicide that targets grasses 
and broad leaf weeds, and is highly soluble (1200 mg/L).  It is considered an alternative to 
atrazine due to its small environmental foot print in applied areas (Moorman et al., 1999). 
Metribuzin is commonly used in Louisiana wheat fields because it is effective and inexpensive.  
Metribuzin inhibits photosynthesis in photosystem II (PS II). It is absorbed into the roots 
by diffusion when it is soil applied, and is translocated via xylem to the shoots. Metribuzin 
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penetrates the symplast, but is not retained and leaches back into the apoplast (WSSA, 2014). 
Applied post emergence, this herbicide is foliar absorbed, however, it is not translocated to other 
parts of the plant (Anderson, 1996). 
Metribuzin inhibits electron transport by binding to the D1 protein of the PS II reaction 
center and blocking electron transfer to plastoquinone. Inhibition of PS II electron transport 
prevents the conversion of light to energy, indirectly blocking the transfer of an excited electron 
from the chlorophyll to the PS II reaction center (Anderson, 1996). By blocking electron 
transport, the electrons react with chlorophyll creating triplet chlorophyll which reacts with the 
ground stage oxygen, creating singlet oxygen. These two components lead to a chain reaction of 
lipid peroxidation that degrades the chlorophyll, carotenoid and cell membrane, making the cell 
lose its integrity and start to dehydrate (WSSA, 2014). 
Wheat cultivars show differences in response to herbicide application, depending on the 
dose (Baker and Peeper, 1990). Studies have shown differential tolerance to metribuzin in wheat 
varieties (Kleemann and Gill, 2007), thus it is important to screen and identify the tolerant lines 
and QTLs related to this herbicide tolerance. Runyan et al. (1992) found that some wheat lines 
are more tolerant at metribuzin than others. 
 Association mapping (AM) or genome-wide association study (GWAS) is a statistical 
technique that takes advantage of the linkage disequilibrium to link genotype to phenotype or the 
trait of interest (in this case metribuzin tolerance). Through GWAS, QTLs can be mapped with 
high resolution in a diverse population (association panel) and this requires high throughput 
markers such as SNPs on a genome scale. The advantage of GWAS over bi-parental QTL 
mapping is the availability of broad genetic variation among diverse individuals for marker-trait 
associations (MTA). However, GWAS tends to identify false positive MTA and thus the markers 
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identified through MTA needs to be validated prior to their use in marker-assisted breeding. A 
typical GWAS involves the Q-K association analysis that takes into account the population 
structure. The Q matrix contains information about population structure, which is performed by 
principal components analysis (PCA). The K matrix contains identity by descent (IBD) 
information that is about relatedness. 
3.2 Objectives 
 Evaluate field reaction to metribuzin application of a set of lines from the Gulf Atlantic 
Wheat Nursery (GAWN) diversity panel. 
 Identify QTLs associated with reaction to metribuzin application in the GAWN 
population. 
3.3 Materials and methods 
Three hundred fifty one diverse wheat genotypes were used in the study, which included 
varieties and breeding lines from the Gulf Atlantic Wheat Nursery (GAWN) grown from 2008-
2014. The GAWN is a yield trial of advanced breeding lines from the SunGrains® collaborative 
breeding program consisting of University of Arkansas, University of Florida, University of 
Georgia, Louisiana State University, North Carolina State University, Clemson University, 
Texas A&M University, and Virginia Tech. The 351 genotypes were selected based on the seed 
availability and their adaptation to the short vernalization environment of Louisiana. Fifty-five 
percent of the lines came from bi-parental crosses, and 40% from three-parent or backcross 
populations. The remaining 5% were derived from more complex-cross populations. 
The seeds were planted at the Louisiana State University Agricultural Center (LSUAC) 
Central Station Ben Hur Research Farm in Baton Rouge, LA (BHF) and at the LSUAC Macon 
Ridge Research Station (MRRS) in Winnsboro, LA, in November 2015 and November 2016. A 
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randomized block design (RBD) with 2 replications and 351 plots per replication was used for 
each environment. Each plot consisted of two rows 102 cm long with 38 cm spacing between the 
rows. Plots were planted using a Hege® 90 magazine planter system. Pre-plant phosphorus (P), 
potassium (K), and sulphur (S) were applied as necessary at each location based on a soil sample 
analysis at an in-house Soil and Plant Testing Laboratory. No pre-plant nitrogen (N) was applied. 
Plots were top dressed with 79 kg N/ha in spring as 28-0-0-2 or 32-0-0 liquid fertilizer.  
The outer two rows on each side of every planting group were borders to prevent any 
effect from the lack of competition of exterior rows. The tractor utilized a Trimble® RTK system 
with sub inch accuracy and auto-steering to ensure that all rows were equi-distant. 
 During fall as a pre-plant weed control measure the fields were sprayed with glyphosate. 
Alleys were sprayed as needed in spring with glyphosate using a covered sprayer behind a four-
wheeler in order to have clean space between the ranges of the rows. 
Metribuzin was applied at a rate of 527 grams per hectare (10 oz/acre of 75DF) of active 
ingredient (a.i.) when the wheat was at stage 4-5 in Feeke´s scale on 03/04/2016 and 03/03/2017 
in Winnsboro and 02/17/2017 in Baton Rouge. The application was made with a four-wheeler 
driven down the open alleys at 8km/h with a spray boom of 5.33 m long that covered 5.55 m 
width (2 ranges of plots). An electric pump was used to pressurize the herbicide solution and a 
standard liquid regulator with a pressure gauge was used to regulate the flow. Metribuzin was 
applied using TeeJet® 11003 spray nozzles and an herbicide volume of 140 liters of water per 
hectare. 
 The field was inspected every other day after herbicide application to note the date when the 
most sensitive genotype showed the greatest damage. The ratings were taken 14 days after 
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application using a visual scale from 0-9 (0 indicates no damage, 1-3 resistant, 4-6 moderately 
resistant/sensitive, 7-8 sensitive, and 9 indicates complete plant death). The data were collected 
in Baton Rouge (2017) and in Winnsboro (2016, 2017) and analyzed in SAS 9.4 using PROC 
GLM and PROC MEANS to determinate significance of differences among lines for tolerance to 
metribuzin. A satisfactory crop stand was not established in Baton Rouge 2016 due to heavy rain 
and this test was abandoned. 
The genotypic data of the GAWN population consisted of 52,624 SNP markers that were 
generated and generously provided by Dr. Gina Brown-Gudiera, USDA Eastern Regional Small 
Grains Genotyping Laboratory, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, North Carolina. 
The genotype data were converted from letter to numbers, replacing the major allele in 
the SNP as 0, the minor allele as 2 and the heterozygous as 1. Genotypic data with more than 
10% missing information, and 5% or less minor allele frequency were removed. Further, the 
lines that had 10% or more missing markers information were deleted from the analysis. With 
this filtered set of data, the Q-K workflow analysis was performed using JMP Genomics 8. 
 The relationship (K) matrix was derived from the familial relatedness. The Q matrix was 
derived from the population structure either by principal component analysis (PCA) or 
multidimensional scaling. In the Q-K association analysis, an individual statistical model was 
created for every marker, using the trait as a dependent variable and the markers as independent 
variables. The variables of the Q and K matrices were included in the models with Q variables as 
fixed effects and K variables as random effects. The Q-K analysis workflow performs all the 
steps for the association mapping, including generating the Q and K matrices and merging data 
automatically. A particular marker-trait association with P<0.05 was declared as significant. 
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3.4 Results and discussion 
3.4.1 Herbicide reaction rating  
Fourteen days following metribuzin application the data on herbicide reaction of the 
GAWN population were collected (Table 7). There was a wide range of reaction from highly 
tolerant to susceptible in each environment. For the analysis of variances, 27 lines that had 
missing data were deleted to create a fully balanced data set. Deleted lines failed to germinate or 
did not produce adequate quantities of seed in the prior harvest.  
Table 7. Metribuzin injury ratings taken 14 days after application in the Gulf Atlantic Wheat 
Nursery population. Ratings from 0-9 scale: 0= No damage; 9= dead plant.  
Line Mean WN16 BR17 WN17 
AR04006-1 1.00 0.50 1.00 1.50 
AR99095-10-2 1.00 0.50 1.00 1.50 
AR00380-3-3 1.17 1.50 1.00 1.00 
AR99033-5-1 1.17 0.50 1.50 1.50 
GA06493-13LE6 1.17 1.00 1.00 1.50 
LA01110D-81-1-B 1.17 1.50 1.00 1.00 
AR04029-4 1.33 1.50 1.00 1.50 
AR04029-4-5 1.33 1.50 1.50 1.00 
AR98097-4-1 1.33 1.00 1.50 1.50 
AR99160-4-1B 1.33 1.00 2.00 1.00 
FL03169D-58 1.33 2.00 1.00 1.00 
GA02343-9LE5 1.33 1.00 2.00 1.00 
GA071630-12LE9 1.33 1.50 1.50 1.00 
LA02006E239 1.33 1.50 1.50 1.00 
SCAR99180A1 1.33 1.50 1.50 1.00 
AR05055-1-1 1.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 
AR98088-1-2 1.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 
AR99033-6-2 1.50 1.00 2.00 1.50 
GA021338-9E4 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 
GA03060-9E29 1.50 2.00 1.50 1.00 
GA04570-10E46 1.50 2.50 1.00 1.00 
LA05009D-35 1.50 2.00 1.00 1.50 




Line Mean WN16 BR17 WN17 
LA05145D-17 1.50 2.50 1.00 1.00 
LA07599E-21 1.50 1.50 2.00 1.00 
NC06-20359 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 
NC10-22614 1.50 0.50 2.00 2.00 
NC10-23720 1.50 0.50 2.00 2.00 
NC10-24889 1.50 1.50 0.50 2.50 
NC11-21307 1.50 1.00 2.00 1.50 
NC11-21982 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 
SCW010025D1 1.50 2.00 1.50 1.00 
SCW010025G1 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 
SCW010025H1 1.50 2.00 1.50 1.00 
SCW010025L1 1.50 2.00 1.50 1.00 
TX12D4603 1.50 2.50 1.00 1.00 
VA11W-111 1.50 1.00 2.00 1.50 
VA11W-313 1.50 1.50 2.00 1.00 
AR01168-3-1 1.67 1.00 2.00 2.00 
AR990044-3-1 1.67 1.50 2.00 1.50 
AR99095-18-1 1.67 1.00 1.50 2.50 
AR99110W-13-1 1.67 1.00 2.00 2.00 
AR99174-5-1 1.67 2.00 1.50 1.50 
GA021087-9LE33 1.67 1.50 1.50 2.00 
GA03389-10E36 1.67 1.50 2.00 1.50 
GA051754-12LE13 1.67 2.50 1.50 1.00 
GA981394-8A37 1.67 1.50 2.00 1.50 
LA01029D-139-3-C 1.67 1.50 2.50 1.00 
LA01108D-71-1-B 1.67 2.50 1.00 1.50 
LA01110D-84-2-C 1.67 2.00 2.00 1.00 
LA01139D-86-6-2 1.67 3.00 0.50 1.50 
NC07-21172 1.67 1.00 2.00 2.00 
SCW010025G2 1.67 2.50 1.00 1.50 
SCW010025K1 1.67 2.50 1.50 1.00 
SCW010025T1 1.67 2.00 2.00 1.00 
TX12D4788 1.67 2.00 2.00 1.00 
TX12D4860 1.67 2.00 1.50 1.50 
AR00255-16-1 1.83 1.50 2.50 1.50 
AR01008-12-2-C 1.83 2.00 2.00 1.50 
AR04032-2 1.83 2.00 1.50 2.00 
AR99016-1-1 1.83 2.00 2.00 1.50 




Line Mean WN16 BR17 WN17 
GA011124-8LE32 1.83 1.50 2.00 2.00 
GA021338-9E15 1.83 1.50 2.50 1.50 
GA031257-10E34 1.83 1.50 2.00 2.00 
GA041271-10E39 1.83 2.00 2.00 1.50 
GA04417-12E33 1.83 1.50 2.00 2.00 
GA04500-11LE11 1.83 3.00 1.50 1.00 
GA051033-13LE14 1.83 2.00 2.00 1.50 
LA01110D-100-6-4 1.83 2.00 2.00 1.50 
LA01110D-150 1.83 2.50 2.00 1.00 
LA01164D-43-7-B 1.83 2.00 2.00 1.50 
LA03012E-27 1.83 2.00 2.00 1.50 
LA03200E-2 1.83 2.50 1.00 2.00 
LA04041D-10 1.83 2.50 2.00 1.00 
NC06-20401 1.83 2.00 1.50 2.00 
NC09-20768 1.83 1.50 2.00 2.00 
NC09-21916 1.83 2.00 1.50 2.00 
NC09-22368 1.83 1.50 2.00 2.00 
SCAR99080E1 1.83 1.50 2.00 2.00 
SCLA1102G1 1.83 2.00 1.50 2.00 
TX12D4927 1.83 1.50 2.50 1.50 
USG3120 1.83 2.50 1.50 1.50 
AR00082-13-2 2.00 1.50 2.50 2.00 
AR00090-1-1 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 
AR04002-3 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 
AR04084-1-3 2.00 2.50 1.50 2.00 
AR05079-2-1 2.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 
AR05085-1-1 2.00 2.50 1.50 2.00 
AR99016-1-2 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 
AR99037-3-1 2.00 1.50 3.00 1.50 
AR99114-2-1 2.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 
FL02006C-K1 2.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 
GA011124-8LE28 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 
GA02328-8A21 2.00 2.50 2.50 1.00 
GA031134-10E29 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 
LA01069D-23-4-4 2.00 2.50 2.00 1.50 
LA01110C-J10 2.00 2.50 2.00 1.50 
LA01110D-208-5-C 2.00 2.00 2.50 1.50 
LA01138D-55 2.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 




Line Mean WN16 BR17 WN17 
LA04013D-142 2.00 1.50 3.00 1.50 
NC05-21642 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 
NC05-23993 2.00 2.50 2.00 1.50 
NC06-22379 2.00 2.50 2.50 1.00 
NC07-22432 2.00 3.50 1.00 1.50 
NC09-20036 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 
SCAR99050B1 2.00 1.50 2.50 2.00 
VA12W-102 2.00 1.00 2.50 2.50 
AR00039-5-2 2.17 1.50 2.00 3.00 
AR00196-10-1 2.17 2.50 1.50 2.50 
AR01205-1-1 2.17 2.50 2.00 2.00 
AR04008-5 2.17 2.50 2.00 2.00 
AR05103-7-1 2.17 2.50 2.00 2.00 
ARGA04510-11LE24 2.17 2.00 2.50 2.00 
GA00067-8E35 2.17 3.00 2.00 1.50 
GA001142-9E23 2.17 3.00 1.50 2.00 
GA001142-9E24 2.17 2.50 2.00 2.00 
LA01113D-44 2.17 2.50 1.50 2.50 
LA01172D-27-5-4 2.17 2.50 2.00 2.00 
LA03118E117 2.17 2.50 2.00 2.00 
LA03224E-39 2.17 3.00 2.00 1.50 
LA05079F-P01 2.17 3.00 2.00 1.50 
LA95135 2.17 3.00 2.00 1.50 
NC05-20276 2.17 1.50 2.50 2.50 
NC05-23015 2.17 1.00 3.00 2.50 
NC05-24757 2.17 1.50 2.50 2.50 
NC06-21245 2.17 2.00 2.00 2.50 
NC06-22003 2.17 1.50 3.00 2.00 
NC10-23730 2.17 2.00 2.50 2.00 
SCTX98-17A1 2.17 3.00 2.00 1.50 
SCTX98-5B1 2.17 2.00 3.00 1.50 
SCW990022C1 2.17 1.50 3.50 1.50 
SHIRLEY 2.17 0.50 2.50 3.50 
TX12D4625 2.17 2.00 2.00 2.50 
TX12D4858 2.17 2.50 2.00 2.00 
VA11MAS-7520-2-3-255 2.17 1.00 2.50 3.00 
VA11W-95 2.17 2.50 2.00 2.00 
VA12W-150 2.17 1.50 2.50 2.50 




Line Mean WN16 BR17 WN17 
AR04015-5 2.33 2.00 3.00 2.00 
AR04025-3 2.33 2.50 2.50 2.00 
AR98068-4-1 2.33 1.00 3.00 3.00 
AR99009-3-2 2.33 1.50 3.00 2.50 
ARNC09-22402 2.33 2.00 3.00 2.00 
FL01108C-K2 2.33 3.00 2.00 2.00 
GA021282-8A2 2.33 3.50 2.00 1.50 
GA031238-LE33 2.33 2.50 2.50 2.00 
GA05304-12E35 2.33 3.00 2.00 2.00 
LA02015E58 2.33 3.00 2.50 1.50 
LA02150E-35 2.33 4.00 1.50 1.50 
LA03148E12 2.33 2.00 2.00 3.00 
LA05130D-P5 2.33 2.50 2.50 2.00 
LA07102CW-P10 2.33 3.00 2.50 1.50 
NC07-24337 2.33 2.50 2.50 2.00 
SCAR99103N1 2.33 2.50 2.50 2.00 
SCLA1030J1 2.33 3.00 2.50 1.50 
SCW990013D1 2.33 3.50 2.00 1.50 
AR00036-5-1 2.50 3.00 3.00 1.50 
AR04084-1-2 2.50 3.00 2.50 2.00 
AR05067-2-2 2.50 2.50 3.00 2.00 
AR99015-3-1 2.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 
AR99093-1-1 2.50 3.00 2.00 2.50 
AR99138-7-1 2.50 3.00 2.00 2.50 
FL02036C-K6 2.50 3.00 2.50 2.00 
GA001138-8E37 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 
GA02178-9E25 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 
LA01034D-235-1-C 2.50 2.00 3.00 2.50 
LA01110D-84-1-C 2.50 4.00 1.50 2.00 
LA01139D-56-7-3 2.50 3.00 2.00 2.50 
LA07102CW-P3 2.50 2.00 2.00 3.50 
NC04-20417 2.50 1.50 3.00 3.00 
NC05-19684 2.50 1.50 2.00 4.00 
NC06-20244 2.50 1.50 2.00 4.00 
NC10-22592 2.50 3.00 2.00 2.50 
SCLA1084B1 2.50 2.50 2.00 3.00 
SCLA1110R1 2.50 4.00 1.50 2.00 
VA11W-279 2.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 




Line Mean WN16 BR17 WN17 
AR99238-4-1 2.67 1.50 3.00 3.50 
FL02006C-K4 2.67 3.00 2.50 2.50 
GA011027-8LE24 2.67 2.50 2.50 3.00 
GA011373-10E36 2.67 3.00 2.50 2.50 
GA011446-9LE35 2.67 3.50 2.50 2.00 
GA021245-9E16 2.67 3.00 2.50 2.50 
GA031257-10E41 2.67 3.00 2.50 2.50 
GA04268-12E4 2.67 3.00 3.00 2.00 
GA061349-LE31 2.67 2.50 3.00 2.50 
GA07270-12E15 2.67 3.00 2.50 2.50 
LA01145D-123-5-C 2.67 2.50 2.50 3.00 
LA02015E201 2.67 2.50 3.00 2.50 
LA03155D-P13 2.67 3.50 2.00 2.50 
LA04089D-P10 2.67 3.00 2.50 2.50 
LA06036E-P04 2.67 2.50 3.00 2.50 
LA07178C-44 2.67 3.50 2.00 2.50 
LA08096C-P10 2.67 3.00 2.50 2.50 
NC05-21937 2.67 2.50 2.50 3.00 
NC07-24445 2.67 3.50 2.50 2.00 
NC10-23663 2.67 3.00 2.50 2.50 
NC11-21447 2.67 2.50 3.00 2.50 
SCTX98-27C1 2.67 2.50 2.50 3.00 
SCTX98-27-J7 2.67 2.00 3.50 2.50 
SS8641 2.67 3.00 2.50 2.50 
AR05080-4-1 2.83 2.50 3.00 3.00 
GA011493-8E18 2.83 4.00 1.50 3.00 
GA061349-13E4 2.83 2.50 3.50 2.50 
GA061349-13LE29 2.83 2.50 3.50 2.50 
LA01005D-2-2-C 2.83 3.00 2.50 3.00 
LA02024E12 2.83 3.50 2.00 3.00 
LA05032D-136 2.83 3.50 2.50 2.50 
NC07-22517 2.83 2.00 4.00 2.50 
NC8932-12 2.83 1.50 4.50 2.50 
SCTX98-20-J10 2.83 3.50 2.50 2.50 
AR99039-2-1 3.00 2.50 2.50 4.00 
FL02154C-K3 3.00 3.50 3.50 2.00 
GA001138-8E36 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 
GA06478-13E23 3.00 4.00 2.50 2.50 




Line Mean WN16 BR17 WN17 
LA01059D-127-3-2 3.00 3.50 2.00 3.50 
NC05-21090 3.00 2.50 3.50 3.00 
NC05-22975 3.00 3.00 3.50 2.50 
NC07-25169 3.00 2.00 4.50 2.50 
NC11-21899 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 
NC11-22385 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 
SCTX98-27B1 3.00 4.50 2.00 2.50 
SCW990013A1 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 
SCW990022B1 3.00 4.00 2.50 2.50 
USG3555 3.00 3.50 3.00 2.50 
VA12W-54 3.00 2.50 3.50 3.00 
GA04244-12LE16 3.17 3.00 3.50 3.00 
GA04434-13E52 3.17 4.50 2.00 3.00 
GA061082-13E24 3.17 3.00 3.00 3.50 
LA01110D-251 3.17 3.00 3.50 3.00 
LA05032D-10 3.17 3.00 3.50 3.00 
LA07040D-P01 3.17 3.00 3.00 3.50 
NC06-20288 3.17 2.50 4.00 3.00 
NC07-23880 3.17 3.00 2.50 4.00 
NC10-22642 3.17 3.00 3.00 3.50 
SCLA01111C-J7 3.17 4.00 2.50 3.00 
SCW990002V1 3.17 3.00 3.50 3.00 
SCW990013R1 3.17 3.50 2.50 3.50 
AR99015-2-1 3.33 3.50 3.50 3.00 
AR99015-3-3 3.33 4.50 3.00 2.50 
LA01110D-181-6-B 3.33 2.50 4.00 3.50 
LA02024E7 3.33 4.00 3.00 3.00 
NC05-20671 3.33 4.00 2.50 3.50 
NC10-23407 3.33 3.00 4.00 3.00 
NC9305-7 3.33 2.50 3.50 4.00 
SCTX98-27A1 3.33 3.50 3.00 3.50 
SCW990013H1 3.33 4.00 3.00 3.00 
SCW990013J1 3.33 4.00 3.50 2.50 
TX12D4791 3.33 4.00 3.00 3.00 
VA12W-26 3.33 3.00 2.50 4.50 
FL04363E-P23 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 
FL99077D-E29-K4 3.50 4.00 3.50 3.00 
GA03564-9EE42 3.50 4.00 4.00 2.50 




Line Mean WN16 BR17 WN17 
NC07-20850 3.50 4.50 3.00 3.00 
NC8248-1 3.50 4.00 3.00 3.50 
SCTX98-56G1 3.50 3.00 4.00 3.50 
SCW990002K1 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 
SCW990013V1 3.50 4.00 3.00 3.50 
SCW990022A1 3.50 4.00 3.00 3.50 
NC05-22804 3.67 4.00 4.00 3.00 
NC05-24112 3.67 3.00 3.00 5.00 
TX12D4768 3.67 4.50 3.00 3.50 
GA02264-8LE17 3.83 5.00 3.50 3.00 
LA05145D-16 3.83 4.00 3.50 4.00 
NC06-19556 3.83 4.50 3.50 3.50 
NC09-20765 3.83 3.00 4.00 4.50 
SCAR99175B1 3.83 4.00 3.50 4.00 
AGS2060 4.00 3.50 4.50 4.00 
AR04001-3 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 
FL01005-K5 4.00 5.00 3.50 3.50 
LA03161D-P1 4.00 4.00 4.50 3.50 
LA06146E-P4 4.00 5.50 3.50 3.00 
NC11-22289 4.17 4.00 3.50 5.00 
NC05-19896 4.33 6.50 3.50 3.00 
SCW990002W1 4.33 5.50 3.50 4.00 
AR04119-3 4.67 5.00 4.50 4.50 
SCLA1084A1 5.67 7.00 6.50 3.50 
Mean 2.39 2.53 2.39 2.27 
 
Highly significant differences for herbicide injury were observed among GAWN lines at 
Winnsboro 2016 (Table 8). The average injury rating was 2.52 with a range of 0.50 to 7.00. 
Some of the lines were severely injured by herbicide application while others showed very 




Table 8. Analysis of variance for metribuzin reaction among Gulf Atlantic Wheat Nursery lines 








Pr > F 
Rep 1 4.514 4.514 6.170 0.014 
Line 323 665.588 2.061 2.820 <.0001 
Error 322 235.486 0.731   
Corrected 
Total 
646 905.663       
R-Square 0.719     
CV% 36.216     
Mean 2.516     
Range 0.50-7.00         
 
Highly significant differences for herbicide injury were also seen among GAWN lines at 
Baton Rouge 2017 (Table 9). The average injury rating was relatively low (2.36), with a range of 
0.50 to 6.50. SCLA1084A1 was the most susceptible line in WN16 and BR17. 
Table 9. Analysis of variance for metribuzin reaction among Gulf Atlantic Wheat Nursery lines 








Pr > F 
Rep 1 0.816 0.816 1.480 0.224 
Line 323 424.153 1.313 2.390 <.0001 
Error 323 177.684 0.550   
Corrected 
Total 
647 602.653       
R-Square 0.705     
CV% 31.474     
Mean 2.356     
Range 0.50-6.50         
 
Highly significant differences for herbicide injury were noted among GAWN lines at 
Winnsboro 2017 (Table 10), although the average and range of injury was lower than the other 
two environments. The average injury rating was 2.23 with a range of 1.00 to 5.00. The 
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coefficient of variance of 27% is low for visual field ratings and indicates consistency across 
replications. Some lines were injured by metribuzin while others showed little or no damage 
symptoms. 
Table 10. Analysis of variance for metribuzin reaction among Gulf Atlantic Wheat Nursery lines 






F Value Pr > F 
Rep 1 30.247 30.247 85.890 <.0001 
Line 323 474.346 1.469 4.170 <.0001 
Error 323 113.753 0.352   
Corrected 
Total 
647 618.346       
R-Square 0.816     
CV% 26.557     
Mean 2.235     
Range 1.00-5.00         
 
 
Figure 4. Frequency of the average of metribuzin damage in the Gulf Atlantic Wheat Nursery 





















The individual (SCLA1084A1) with the rating of 5.5 through 6.0 was the most 
susceptible line in the test. The average injury rating of 2.24 indicates that most of the genotypes 
sustained minor leaf burn. 
3.4.2 Genotypic data analysis  
 The experiment had 52,623 SNP markers for the diversity panel. The filtering of the data 
started with the deletion of markers that had minor allele frequency of 5% or less, 10% of 
missing data or more in order to have the informative SNP markers for the analysis, and the lines 
that had 10% or more missing marker information were deleted. The filtered data had 17,210 
markers and 309 lines that were used to perform the Q-K analysis in JMP Genomics. 
Association mapping resulted in 58 SNPs that were found to be associated with 




Figure 5. Venn Diagram of SNPs associated with metribuzin tolerance in Baton Rouge 2017 
(BR_17) and Winnsboro 2016 and 2017 (WN_16, WN_17). 
Fifty-five out of 58 significant SNP markers were distributed over 15 chromosomes, and 
three did not have chromosomal information. Some of the SNPs were clustered together, which 
indicates that these SNPs are possibly associated with the same gene. Fine mapping can be done 






Table 11. SNPs associated with metribuzin tolerance identified in Gulf Atlantic Wheat Nursery 
population. 
SNP Chr Position PVE(%) Geno p Geno PVE (%) Trend p Trend Trait 
S1A_326322465 1A 326322465 5.593354 0.000531 3.921063 0.001194 WN_17 
S1A_465696950 1A 465696950 5.193669 0.000809 0.346418 0.335310 WN_17 
S1B_532711549 1B 532711549 5.592451 0.000796 0.205698 0.474409 BR_17 
S1B_68608414 1B 68608414 5.368287 0.000467 3.257032 0.002391 WN_16 
S1B_68608415 1B 68608415 5.649719 0.000309 3.827770 0.000977 WN_16 
S1B_68608416 1B 68608416 5.368287 0.000467 3.257032 0.002391 WN_16 
S1B_68725720 1B 68725720 5.368287 0.000467 3.257032 0.002391 WN_16 
S2A_41228997 2A 41228997 6.294414 0.000221 1.568361 0.042828 WN_17 
S2A_579970438 2A 579970438 5.286223 0.000906 2.547360 0.009803 WN_17 
S2A_586155936 2A 586155936 11.940394 0.000000 1.911504 0.023858 BR_17 
S2A_586155936 2A 586155936 6.152759 0.000097 1.043419 0.080362 WN_16 
S2A_709712830 2A 709712830 6.772093 0.000099 0.175535 0.496252 BR_17 
S2A_709712847 2A 709712847 7.530033 0.000037 0.270312 0.400167 BR_17 
S2A_714043819 2A 714043819 7.432593 0.000031 0.881364 0.122441 BR_17 
S2A_717110847 2A 717110847 9.051431 0.000003 0.897141 0.119131 BR_17 
S2A_735378300 2A 735378300 6.423084 0.000218 0.002934 0.931135 BR_17 
S2A_735577821 2A 735577821 6.423084 0.000218 0.002934 0.931135 BR_17 
S2A_735600496 2A 735600496 6.423084 0.000218 0.002934 0.931135 BR_17 
S2A_735603935 2A 735603935 6.423084 0.000218 0.002934 0.931135 BR_17 
S2A_744398698 2A 744398698 5.352685 0.000646 1.522279 0.042796 BR_17 
S2B_207600116 2B 207600116 5.125843 0.001015 2.279741 0.013878 BR_17 
S2B_2137313 2B 2137313 5.513290 0.000284 3.780977 0.000854 WN_16 
S2B_57657970 2B 57657970 8.822746 0.000006 7.568803 0.000005 BR_17 
S2B_598566645 2B 598566645 5.072398 0.001010 4.933576 0.000247 BR_17 
S2B_741900988 2B 741900988 5.501970 0.000509 2.840887 0.005406 WN_17 
S2B_768054610 2B 768054610 6.090953 0.000234 4.241262 0.000678 WN_17 
S2B_770071506 2B 770071506 5.108448 0.000554 4.748675 0.000189 WN_16 
S2D_45161749 2D 45161749 5.118622 0.001025 0.821395 0.141178 WN_17 
S3A_654312090 3A 654312090 7.900415 0.000019 0.121249 0.571068 WN_17 
S3A_695535484 3A 695535484 8.198534 0.000027 7.735970 0.000008 BR_17 
S3A_704362006 3A 704362006 5.919477 0.000281 5.658142 0.000077 BR_17 
S3A_704692927 3A 704692927 5.919477 0.000281 5.658142 0.000077 BR_17 
S3A_9948247 3A 9948247 5.134072 0.000834 0.352796 0.329092 WN_17 
S3B_12545476 3B 12545476 5.630941 0.000449 0.009694 0.872304 BR_17 
S3B_172053500 3B 172053500 5.592697 0.000474 0.617635 0.198808 BR_17 
S4A_673922835 4A 673922835 5.112275 0.000645 1.747396 0.026169 WN_16 
S4B_217526375 4B 217526375 5.296831 0.001024 0.046677 0.730827 WN_17 




SNP Chr Position PVE(%) Geno p Geno PVE (%) Trend p Trend Trait 
S5A_413196370 5A 413196370 5.031414 0.000990 0.205919 0.456906 WN_17 
S5A_437907067 5A 437907067 5.965548 0.000255 0.432528 0.279773 WN_17 
S5A_467370065 5A 467370065 7.104902 0.000036 4.920187 0.000178 WN_16 
S5A_474521770 5A 474521770 5.373779 0.000594 3.634042 0.001586 BR_17 
S5A_475599914 5A 475599914 5.448958 0.000533 3.810510 0.001213 BR_17 
S5A_489470686 5A 489470686 10.672239 0.000000 2.756159 0.004055 WN_16 
S5A_546767143 5A 546767143 6.029230 0.000114 2.177332 0.011164 WN_16 
S5A_561121102 5A 561121102 5.769565 0.000318 1.263283 0.063188 WN_16 
S5A_569526776 5A 569526776 5.495311 0.000742 1.013484 0.106684 WN_17 
S5A_78945804 5A 78945804 6.905443 0.000029 0.398141 0.280041 WN_16 
S5B_408227862 5B 408227862 5.200357 0.001367 0.395669 0.321897 WN_17 
S5B_47592949 5B 47592949 5.839302 0.000345 5.453277 0.000114 WN_17 
S5B_48299548 5B 48299548 6.767767 0.000141 3.980869 0.001332 WN_17 
S5B_48301859 5B 48301859 6.767767 0.000141 3.980869 0.001332 WN_17 
S5B_485905708 5B 485905708 6.924581 0.000028 1.435308 0.039746 WN_16 
S5B_487605653 5B 487605653 8.965533 0.000001 0.006166 0.893351 WN_16 
S5B_487919181 5B 487919181 7.593294 0.000023 1.028419 0.093876 WN_16 
S5B_531600857 5B 531600857 7.242740 0.000017 7.097437 0.000003 WN_16 
S5B_532182437 5B 532182437 6.104198 0.000092 5.996199 0.000019 WN_16 
S5B_536046345 5B 536046345 5.803522 0.000152 5.062664 0.000092 WN_16 
S5B_536838310 5B 536838310 6.130677 0.000097 6.074716 0.000019 WN_16 
S5B_536838346 5B 536838346 5.098053 0.000641 4.059878 0.000636 WN_16 
S5B_536838352 5B 536838352 6.497382 0.000080 5.391356 0.000078 WN_16 
S5B_536838361 5B 536838361 6.913443 0.000026 4.929351 0.000111 WN_16 
S5B_537784827 5B 537784827 6.913443 0.000026 4.929351 0.000111 WN_16 
S5B_537836732 5B 537836732 6.913443 0.000026 4.929351 0.000111 WN_16 
S5B_540789444 5B 540789444 7.068535 0.000031 6.368809 0.000016 WN_16 
S5B_541159872 5B 541159872 5.217782 0.000411 5.118694 0.000091 WN_16 
S5B_541683321 5B 541683321 5.176588 0.000652 4.381234 0.000432 WN_16 
S5B_546724757 5B 546724757 6.012840 0.000164 5.814508 0.000040 WN_16 
S5B_548211449 5B 548211449 5.683808 0.000246 5.599311 0.000051 WN_16 
S5B_548216581 5B 548216581 6.156930 0.000160 6.036528 0.000034 WN_16 
S5B_551804209 5B 551804209 6.313739 0.000066 6.290602 0.000012 WN_16 
S5B_552860736 5B 552860736 7.873662 0.000011 7.299045 0.000004 WN_16 
S5B_552860736 5B 552860736 6.166623 0.000340 3.546576 0.002582 BR_17 
S5B_553411924 5B 553411924 6.240238 0.000103 5.962117 0.000028 WN_16 
S5B_554907818 5B 554907818 6.815359 0.000048 6.506165 0.000013 WN_16 
S5B_556625615 5B 556625615 7.559980 0.000016 6.485762 0.000014 WN_16 
S5B_556951466 5B 556951466 7.135057 0.000020 7.088714 0.000003 WN_16 
S5B_556951468 5B 556951468 5.852756 0.000371 1.115771 0.086124 WN_17 




SNP Chr Position PVE(%) Geno p Geno PVE (%) Trend p Trend Trait 
S5B_558270478 5B 558270478 5.220666 0.000645 5.041282 0.000164 WN_16 
S5B_612277415 5B 612277415 7.086919 0.000063 1.711157 0.032958 BR_17 
S5B_612277415 5B 612277415 5.039338 0.000569 4.152775 0.000458 WN_16 
S5B_626662643 5B 626662643 5.755107 0.000400 0.129746 0.557873 WN_17 
S5D_119458682 5D 119458682 11.450741 0.000000 1.552003 0.040428 BR_17 
S5D_119458682 5D 119458682 9.739593 0.000000 1.264581 0.052872 WN_16 
S5D_125522812 5D 125522812 11.450741 0.000000 1.552003 0.040428 BR_17 
S5D_125522812 5D 125522812 9.739593 0.000000 1.264581 0.052872 WN_16 
S5D_548934104 5D 548934104 11.820717 0.000000 3.953552 0.000720 WN_16 
S5D_549030290 5D 549030290 11.820717 0.000000 3.953552 0.000720 WN_16 
S6A_250831201 6A 250831201 5.244914 0.001012 0.710250 0.176329 WN_17 
S6A_259233876 6A 259233876 7.760545 0.000006 4.424743 0.000249 WN_16 
S6A_339647726 6A 339647726 8.396013 0.000002 0.011355 0.854654 WN_16 
S6A_420379398 6A 420379398 8.662650 0.000003 0.041060 0.732489 WN_16 
S6A_599165707 6A 599165707 5.693819 0.000388 0.044059 0.730859 WN_17 
S6A_599684076 6A 599684076 5.077322 0.000881 3.982738 0.000914 WN_16 
S6B_143416844 6B 143416844 6.742008 0.000132 2.236068 0.016020 WN_17 
S6B_162618872 6B 162618872 5.007993 0.001544 3.233224 0.003967 WN_17 
S6B_3763220 6B 3763220 5.847835 0.000536 1.819436 0.031978 WN_17 
S6B_567414261 6B 567414261 5.237519 0.000665 1.116576 0.080252 WN_16 
S6B_567599877 6B 567599877 5.237519 0.000665 1.116576 0.080252 WN_16 
S6B_570977523 6B 570977523 5.047306 0.001668 0.956222 0.123051 BR_17 
S6B_638931757 6B 638931757 5.330862 0.000631 4.485353 0.000437 WN_17 
S6B_720518055 6B 720518055 5.710240 0.000402 2.182628 0.015304 WN_17 
S6B_93119380 6B 93119380 5.506799 0.000520 1.640902 0.035399 WN_17 
S6D_283153122 6D 283153122 5.425738 0.000307 5.152827 0.000088 WN_16 
S6D_283153130 6D 283153130 6.113144 0.000117 4.070578 0.000547 WN_16 
S6D_283153137 6D 283153137 5.082332 0.000456 4.566802 0.000202 WN_16 
S6D_283153144 6D 283153144 5.785155 0.000148 4.856686 0.000122 WN_16 
S6D_455091198 6D 455091198 5.075260 0.000567 4.598400 0.000234 WN_16 
S7A_545775177 7A 545775177 5.101419 0.001228 0.055713 0.705373 BR_17 
S7A_589065974 7A 589065974 5.865707 0.000224 2.148888 0.013907 WN_16 
S7A_686198490 7A 686198490 6.291465 0.000069 0.155906 0.497128 WN_16 
S7A_730639250 7A 730639250 6.729769 0.000095 3.975795 0.001008 BR_17 
S7A_730639282 7A 730639282 5.223453 0.000797 4.823041 0.000284 BR_17 
S7A_730639327 7A 730639327 5.113852 0.001273 4.892124 0.000353 BR_17 
S7A_733559689 7A 733559689 5.367771 0.001129 4.643498 0.000618 BR_17 
S7A_75845122 7A 75845122 5.173226 0.001307 2.178097 0.018838 WN_17 
S7A_7729319 7A 7729319 5.384378 0.000277 0.127168 0.539055 WN_16 
S7A_9098195 7A 9098195 5.991594 0.000110 3.826701 0.000685 WN_16 




SNP Chr Position PVE(%) Geno p Geno PVE (%) Trend p Trend Trait 
S7A_9255883 7A 9255883 6.550801 0.000122 0.093824 0.616963 BR_17 
S7B_131374909 7B 131374909 7.200066 0.000050 0.020060 0.817475 WN_17 
S7B_139382922 7B 139382922 6.233287 0.000256 0.011050 0.866044 WN_17 
S7B_304182313 7B 304182313 7.502834 0.000014 1.000873 0.089019 WN_16 
S7B_327163911 7B 327163911 6.025187 0.000101 0.211711 0.427946 WN_16 
S7B_328716690 7B 328716690 5.835501 0.000337 0.356840 0.329038 BR_17 
S7B_335102765 7B 335102765 6.487197 0.000102 0.080872 0.637457 WN_16 
S7B_335455802 7B 335455802 6.487197 0.000102 0.080872 0.637457 WN_16 
S7B_336836367 7B 336836367 5.547175 0.000520 0.309089 0.364624 BR_17 
S7B_364842775 7B 364842775 6.070030 0.000496 5.761544 0.000144 BR_17 
S7B_365328718 7B 365328718 6.070030 0.000496 5.761544 0.000144 BR_17 
S7B_366209411 7B 366209411 5.239447 0.000377 2.534395 0.006053 WN_16 
S7B_413737606 7B 413737606 5.317895 0.000427 0.578759 0.198775 WN_16 
S7B_42949385 7B 42949385 6.953570 0.000048 0.309194 0.354791 WN_16 
S7B_442566831 7B 442566831 6.827668 0.000044 0.344986 0.321414 WN_16 
S7B_479432518 7B 479432518 7.648690 0.000009 0.795853 0.126317 WN_16 
S7B_522543491 7B 522543491 5.625889 0.000201 0.009231 0.869036 WN_16 
S7B_522543521 7B 522543521 7.053472 0.000040 0.001477 0.948953 WN_16 
S7B_522543539 7B 522543539 7.053472 0.000040 0.001477 0.948953 WN_16 
S7B_522543541 7B 522543541 7.053472 0.000040 0.001477 0.948953 WN_16 
S7B_523105384 7B 523105384 7.053472 0.000040 0.001477 0.948953 WN_16 
S7B_530611617 7B 530611617 7.129998 0.000018 0.797597 0.123976 WN_16 
S7B_531249259 7B 531249259 7.129998 0.000018 0.797597 0.123976 WN_16 
S7B_531374933 7B 531374933 7.906851 0.000007 0.859114 0.114626 WN_16 
S7B_531444863 7B 531444863 5.864920 0.000130 0.992852 0.085426 WN_16 
S7B_532270415 7B 532270415 5.652883 0.000243 0.331915 0.329079 WN_16 
S7B_555712338 7B 555712338 6.708359 0.000036 0.923392 0.097785 WN_16 
S7D_436480600 7D 436480600 6.165782 0.000101 4.243871 0.000395 WN_16 
S7D_606907161 7D 606907161 5.399188 0.000302 3.735291 0.000847 WN_16 
S7D_606907170 7D 606907170 5.114883 0.000469 3.503363 0.001239 WN_16 
S7D_9378561 7D 9378561 5.047886 0.000993 0.249355 0.413799 WN_17 
SUN_293372468  293372468 7.016585 0.000041 4.944703 0.000171 WN_16 
SUN_293396936  293396936 7.016585 0.000041 4.944703 0.000171 WN_16 
SUN_293396941  293396941 7.016585 0.000041 4.944703 0.000171 WN_16 
SUN_293396971  293396971 7.016585 0.000041 4.944703 0.000171 WN_16 
SUN_39271185  39271185 6.325971 0.000082 4.604633 0.000226 WN_16 




Altogether, 152 markers explained 5% or more phenotypic variance with significant 
association (p<0.05) with metribuzin tolerance (Table 11). There are five markers (highlighted 
grey) that were found in two out of three environments, and three markers (red letters) explained 
7% or greater phenotypic variance for a single environment. These eight markers were 
considered significant and may be useful in marker-assisted selection (MAS) for metribuzin 
tolerance. 
Wheat varieties show differential response in the severity to metribuzin application (Burgess 
et al., 2013). There is not much information about metribuzin tolerance inheritance in wheat. 
Quantitative or semi-dominance and both nuclear and cytoplasm mode of inheritance of 
metribuzin tolerance were reported (Villarroya et al., 2000). Understanding the molecular basis 
of metribuzin tolerance in wheat would lead to the development of molecular markers to 
facilitate marker-assisted breeding of metribuzin-tolerant wheat varieties. Using microarray, 
Pilcher et al. (2017) identified some candidate genes with possible involvement in metribuzin 
tolerance, but their effect on the trait remains to be quantified. This is the first study to 
investigate into genetic analysis and mapping of metribuzin resistance loci in wheat. A closely 
related study in wheat reported a gene on chromosome 6D for resistance to imazamox, an 
imidazolinone family herbicide (Anderson et al., 2004). The present finding suggests that 
metribuzin resistance is a quantitative trait controlled by several loci on different chromosomes. 
A majority of the SNP markers associated with metribuzin tolerance were located on 
chromosomes 2A and 5B. 
3.5 Conclusion 
 Metribuzin tolerance is a quantitative trait controlled by several genes. The results of the 
study showed that SNPs in 18 of the 21 chromosomes control the trait. Eight markers that 
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included 5 with at least 5% phenotypic variance and that are present in two environments were 
considered having significant association with metribuzin tolerance. These markers need to be 


















CHAPTER 4:  
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
 SNP markers were useful to map QTLs in the doubled haploid population and GAWN 
diversity panel. Comparing the QTLs in DH population with the GAWN population, markers, 
located on several chromosomes, but in six (1B, 2B, 4A, 5B, 7A, 7D) were in common.  These 
markers were co-localized in the QTL region, which suggests that they may be useful to 
determine whether the line is tolerant or susceptible to metribuzin. Deployment of these markers 
will facilitate marker-assisted selection for metribuzin tolerance and help avoid yield reduction in 
wheat production. The metribuzin rate used for the experiment was higher than recommended in 
order to make sure that the lines showed some injury and could be differentiated to facilitate data 
collection. Knowing that the rate was higher it can be mentioned that there are resistant lines that 
will have less injury by normal rate in applications. 
 From the doubled haploid population, the lines that are resistant to metribuzin application 
should be tested to find if they have other desirable characteristics to include the lines in the 
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